Effect of CBC results on ED management of women with lower abdominal pain.
Recent studies have suggested that the results of complete blood counts (CBCs) are neither sensitive nor specific in diagnosing abdominal pain, but no study has attempted to determine whether CBC results actually influence the management of ED patients. This study attempted to determine whether CBC results in women with lower abdominal pain affect ED disposition or diagnosis. One hundred women between the ages of 15 and 45 with lower abdominal pain presenting to a community hospital ED with an annual census of 45,000 were enrolled in this prospective study. Before review of the CBC results but after review of all other studies, the ED physician recorded a presumptive diagnosis and indicated whether consultation and/or admission were warranted. After the results of the CBC were reviewed, these factors were reassessed. Patient management or ED diagnosis was affected in two cases (2%; 95% confidence interval 0% to 7%), one resulting in appropriate discharge and one resulting in unnecessary admission. It was concluded that in young women with abdominal pain CBC results rarely affect clinical decision-making.